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May I start this lecture by expressing mY

sincere Thanks to You l.lr. Chairman, and the
members of the Ship Structure Committee for
their kind invitation. You know that we Eu?m-
peans are looking up with admiration to the
scientific accomplishments of the United
States. Each time the news of a new American
realization reaches us, we feel happy and
proud. We know that the equipment of your
laboratories and the staff of your investigators
are so large that any contribution from outside
seems almost needless. Despite rhese me-
mendous research Possibilities, you still send
specialists to Europe to attend scientific
meetings and even invite Europeans to the
United States for discussion. This is typ~cal
for your scientific objectivity and at the same
time a demonstration of democracy--a treasure
so carefully protected in this country.

I was a.sklng myself why you chose me to
speak here on the problem of brittle failure and
I could see only one reason, and that 1s that I
am from a country where all the trouble started.
Bslglum was the first cauntry which suffered
seriously from the catastrophic failure of weld–
ed structures. It was way back in March 1938
that the Hasselt bridge collapsed. Since “then
research work on brl~tle iallures has started
all over the world. Despite tremendous ef-
forts no satisfactory explanation why, and no
practical solution against such fa~lures have
been found. In June 1962, a bridge In Mel-
Eourne suffered serious damage, and I am
practically sure that ihe severe winter now Jn
Europe caused a lot of damage on a good many
of our steel structures. The phenomenon of
brittle fracture does not Iimlt itself to welded
steel structures: everi prestressed concrete
structures suffer from the same trouble. A few
weeks ago I was indeed confronted with rather
mysterious faliures of prestres sed bars, which
suddenly broke and show all the well–known
characteristics of br~ttle fa~lure.

When revievmng the extensive hterature on
brittle fracture it is possibie to ciass the
papers in two major groups: one deal~ng with
the scientific aspect of the problem, the other
one with the technological aspect. In the first
group concepts such as dislocations, state of
stress, energy–balance, etc. are considered,
wh~le the second group relates empmcal test
results, expressed in the most odd quantities

such as foot–pound, energy absorption as in a
Charpy test, percentage crystal hnlty, per-
centage of contraction, and angle of bending.

Unfortunately it must be said, that ne~ther
group gives results which are readily usable for
the steel user. This statement may not be in-
terpreted as a criticism on research work, but
one must recognize that for the moment no rel-
evant Link exists between the scient~sts and
steel users while on the other side technolo-
gists interpret their test results in quantities
which cannot be introduced in formulas for use
when designing a steel structure.

A genera 1 fee kng is growing that after
breaking impact specimens for more than half a
century time has come to interpret these test
results in absolute units rather than In relative
ones. In other words the stee 1 user 1s no long-
er satisfied with Charpy values and the state-
ment of the steel manufacturer declarlng that
steel A is better than steel B. He wants to
know exactly in what service conditions he can
use steel A or B. To reach this aim, test results

Dcmription :
Fkgion ( I ) :

Region (11 ) :

Region (111) :

Region (IV) :
Rcgion (V):

(With simrp notc~ fr= from r=du=! str~)

Sk@ stage compke fracture under low
applid str~
(With rcaidual str~ and sharp .otch)

PartiaI hrittk fruture un&r low applied
strm (do)

Non-initiAon but propagation (do)

Non-inittition and non-propgation (do)

FIG. 1. SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM ON FRACTURE
STRENGTH OF WELDED STEEL PLATE.
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should be plotted in uruts familiar to the steel
user: such units are for instance ultimate load
and elongation. In the last two years a seri-

ous s~ep forward has been made in this dlrec-
tlon. H is indeed hopeful to see that more and
more test results are being plo~ted in a dla–
gram smcngth versus temperature. Of cow-se,
these curves relate only facts, and they do not
explain the ptmnomenon; but for the steel user
they have a direct engineering sigmficance .
A typical example is given by Flg . 1 taken
from a publication of Kihara.1 The coordinates,
respectively strength and temperature, are
quantities suitable for design purpcses. C!aar-
acteristic temperatures wh~ch can be deduced
from this f]gure are respectively:

ti : temperature of Inltlation of a brlftle crack

ta : temperature of arrest of a lmttle crack

Of course there 1s sti!l some doubt about
the method of how to delerrnlne these ternpera-
iures. Some simple but reahstlc conv~nt~ons
should o~ce and for all make th~s point clear.
For ~he sake of safety 11 1s logical to determine
t on z specl,men In which a crack, for ~nstance
al fatigue crack, has been introduced. Lls]ng
? crack instead of a notch excludes any dlscus–
slon about the shape of the notch. Tests have
shown that the determination of t can be done
quite accurately and that this te~psraiure lS
independent of crack length or specimen w~dth,
but is dependent on the thickness of the speci-
men. OrI the other side, the arrest ternpera-
iure t cm be detcrm~ned on a W1-mrtson-type
test p?ate . One temperature-gradient test and
four isothermal tests are sufficient to detm-mine
ta w~thln 5 C .

As far as the brittle-fracture strength 1s
concerned the detmmination is a blt more
trouble some. Of course in the ductile zone,
that is above the temperature i , the strength
of a precracked wide-plate spe’%men is above
or eguai to the yield streng~h. However when
the ~pecimen is cookd below the temperature
t, the phenomenon 1s more comphcated, and
nlo clear znswer can as ‘ye? be given. Experi-
ments have shown that for practical purposes
it may be assumed that the so-called bmttle
strength equals the yield strength a~ this tem-
perature. However there are some most dls -
courag~ng exceptions and we can almost be
sure that all catastrophic fai lures of welded
structures were low-stress brittle fractures,
that is the fractures occurred In the structure

for average stressss well below the yie!d
strength of the v~rgln metal. In his lecture
given at Cam br~dge in 1959 for the Acimlraity
Advisory Cornm~ttee on Structural Steels, 2 Dr.
Week clalmed very accurately: “The really

disquieting feature in the brittle fractures of
welded structures was riot “that they were brit-
tle but tha~ there was evidence of an apparent
10SS of strength. “ It is along these hm?s of
thought thai we focused our research work on
bntt le fracture .

DELINEATION OF THE PROBLEM

Low-stress bri tL~e fractures Illustrate very
clearly that the ca~se of such premature fail–
ures hes in the irnposs]’bility for the material
to sustain overali ,;tra~ns, which can normally
be absorbed by ~h,e ductitity of the steel.

Reasons for thl,; lack of duchh,ty are:

10 State of stress and strain

3. ?lashc stralrunq pr~or or during loa.ding

4. Strain rate.

There 1s of course an academic Interest m
know~ng how much each of these factors en-
hance brlttleness, but from the point of view of
the steel user, ‘ch~s interest 1s rather hmited.
His problem ~s indeed simple. Ail discussions
about the state of stress or triaxiality are un-
necessary by using a specimen with a crack;
nature is indeed so lmnd to introduce the tri-
axiality in wh~ch we are lnterc steal at the bot-
tom of the crack whan the specimen is loaded.

As far as temperature ~s concerned the
users’ interest is hmited to the brittle behavior
of the metal. it suffices to run all tes~s at
temperatures below the temperature t of the
cracked specimen say for Instance th~e lowest
service temperature. The real kmrden of the
probiers ]s to know exactly the amount of plas -
t~c stralrn~g vvhich can Gccur before or during
loading. Unfortunate ly hterature is very s cant
abut the plastic sli-ain distribution in a nOlch-
cd or cracked specimen. Ii the theory of elas–
tlcity has been a useful tool it must be recog-
nized that lt has been also a nmsance for a
better knowledge of plastic strain d~stributions.
If isoelastics, for ~~nstance, 1s a generally used
concept in elasticity there is no sinular word
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done at room temperatur~ above ihe t tempera-
ture of the material and amcd to geL lmore in-
formation about sta~e and amount of plas~lc
strwrnng.

MEASUREMENTS OF PLASTIC STRAINS IN
C R4C KED PLATES

Two SPecimens wore premred, both having
approx~mately Phe same width (14(1 mm – 5 1/2
in. ) and the same thlckrmss (14 mm = 0.44 in.).
Both contained a central crack consisting of a
round hole, extended by two saw–cti~s and two
fatigue -cracks.3 As far as the strain at th~
TIP of the crack 1s concerned, such a sht 1s
equ~valent to a single fatigue crack, having
the same total length. The length of the crack
in specimen 1 was 7q0 of the specimen width,
while the crack in specimen 2 extended to 53’70
of the specimen width.

The strain was measured with ~he ald of th~
mom& method. This method has been descrlbcd
by several authors.4 Suffice it to say that the
strains on the surface r~sull in dark and bmght
lnterferenc~ lines (Fig . Z) . The amount of

strain ~s roughly proportional with The inverse
of the distance between two neighbarlng lnb?r-
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FIG. 3. SPECIMEN WITH SHORT
CRACK.
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FIG. 4. SPECIMEN WITH LONG
CRACK.

Eerencc hnes. These bnes arc In fa~~ locl of

paints having the same displacement in a given
iirecliono

The longltud~nal strains were measured on
part of one surface and the transverse strains
on a part of the other surface . Figures 3 and
4 show the extent of the grids used and the
direction of the gr~d lines; the distance be-
tween the grid lines .006 in. ~s not drawn to
scale. This grid is not sufficiently fine to de-
tec~ s~ralns of elastic magnitude .
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FIG. 5. MOIRE-PATTERN OF THE LONGITUDI-
NAL STRAINS IN THE SPECIMEN WITH A SHORT
CRACK.
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FIG . 6. CONTOUR LINES OF LONGITUDINAL
1 STRAIN, AFTER UNLOADING FROM 28 ~9

kg/mmz .
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FIG. 7. CONTOUR LINES OF LONGITUDINAL
STRAIN, AFTER UNLOADING FROM 29.2
kg/mm2 .

The specimens were removed from the ten-
sile machine after different amounts of strain-
ing and the moir& patterns on both sides were
photographed. Moreover, close-up photo-
graphs, not showing the moirb pattern, were

taken of the vlclnity of one end of the crack.
They allowed a direct measurement of the dis-
tance between the grid lines in the highly de-
formed region.

Figure 5 shows a typical moir~ pattern of
the longitudinal strains in the specimen with
the shortest crack: the mom& lines and hence

the plastic strains are concentrated within a
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fan on either side of the crack. As the strain
is inversely proportional with the vertical dis-
tance between these lines, the stran is much
larger near the crack tip than on the edges of
the specimens.

The mo& patterns in the specimen with the
long crack were guite similar. But when the
nominal stress of the specimen with the short
crack rose to the yield point, plastlc deforma-
tion also took place outside the fan.

From careful measurements of the distance
between the moir~ lines and of their inclina-
tion, it was possible to map the plastic
strains on the specimen and to calculate the
principal strains and their principal directions.
Figure 6 shows the contour lines of the longi-
tudinal strains existing in the specimen with a
long crack when the average stress on the net
section was 28.9 kg/mm2 (40, 100 psi). For
comparison, the contour lines of the longi-
tudinal strains in the specimen w~th the short
crack are shown in Fig. 7: the average stress
on the net section was 29.2 kg/mm2 (40, 500
psi).

These figures clearly show that the highest
strains are located in two narrow regions ex-
tending from the crack tlp under an angle of
about 45- with the axis of symmetry. Calcu–
lations of the principal directions show that,
w~th the except~on of the immed~ate neighbor-
hood of the crack, they do not deviate much
from the directions of symmetry of the speci-
men, while the ratio between principal strains
is closer to -1 than to -2. This confirms the
point that the deformation occurs mainly by

shear in one direction.

The first observable plastic strains occur-
red in Liidersbands forming an angle of abaut
48 a with the longitudinal axis.

Figures 8-1 I show close-up pictures of the
crack tip. Here again, it is seen that the
strains are concentrated along two regions ex-
tending under ahnut 450 from the deformed
crack tip.

From the measurements it appears at once
that fairly large strains, up to 20~0, are found
on a gauge length of 0.154 mm (0.006 in. )
after only a very small overall elongation of
the specimen (0.08 mm or 0.003 in. ) . Any
fracture occurring at this moment should still
be called “brittle” . All the material in the

moir& fan has yielded for an average stress of
Z9 kg/mm2 in both cases. However the moir~
fan is much larger for the short crack, thus a
larger overall extension is needed to bring It to
full yield than is the case for the long crack.
A larger overall extension means more moir~
lines, which, as all moir~ lines converge at the
crack tip, leads to higher local strairu at the
tip of the shorter crack. Although one crack
was seven times shorter than the other one,
bcth cases have exactly the same boundary
condltlcns: the sh~ar zones extend from the
tip of the crack to an unloaded edge. The
strain distribution seems in this case to be
primarily governed by the absolute value of th~
untracked part, rather than by the length of the
crack or the ratio of the crack to the net sec-
tion. The !coundary conditions of both our
specimens “being the same, basic differences
in behavior were not observed.

It is thought that th~s might not be the
case if the shear zones had to develop in an
infinite plate, or lf they extended to a loaded
edge, or if their development was obstructed
by more rlgld parts of the specimen. If this 1s
~rue, the plastic strain concentration near a

crack would not only depend on local condi-
tions, as in elasticity, but also on The dl–
mensions of the specimen and on its boundary
conditions.

Summarizing, it was found that plastic de-
formations of both specimens occurred mainly
by shear in narrow regions extending from the
crack tip to the free edge, under akout 450 with
the direction of the applied load. Near the
crack tip, where two such regions converge,
extremely high strains are set up, even for
small overall extensions. Moreover for the
same average stress, the strains and the ex-
tension in the specimen with the shorter crack
were higher.

BEHAVIOR OF CR4CKED PLATES

From the study of the moir~ lines it may be
concluded that at full yield the plasticity re–
quired at the root of a crack is proportional to
the untracked width. This entails further that
for specimens with the same width more plas-
ticity is required at the root of a short crack,
and that for specim@ns with different widths,
but with the same length of crack, the wider
specimens will exhaust more plasticity at the
root of the crack than the narrow one.
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FIG. 8. CLOSE-UP OF THE HOLE, AND SAW
CUT . AS THE SPECIMEN IS UNLOADED, THE
FATIGU-E CRACK IS INVISIBLE.

“-. ., -, .,s ., ,, .,,,+,,,,, ,%,1,“ ,, ,.,, _ --—- ... ,,, .- ... -. . .“

FIG . 9. HOLE, SAW GUT AND FATIGUE C RACK
UNDER SMALL EXTERNAL LOAD .

FIG . 10. HOLE, S.AW CUT AND FATIGUE CRACK
UNDER EXTERNAL LOAD . NOTE THE PLASTIC
DEFORMATION AT THE TOP OF THE CRACK.

FIG . 1 ~ . HOLE, SAW CUT AND FATIGUE
CRACK UNDER HIGHER EXTERNAL LOAD .
NOTE THE PLASTIC DE FORMATION AT THE
TOP OF THE CRACK.

These conclusions influence directly the
total elongation and the load at fraclure, and
therefore are of significance for the engineer.
The steel user iS indeed unaware Of the pres-

ence of cracks or notches in his structures, so
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1
~=nominal stress

FIG. 12a. OrI the l~ft side diagram 0- versus
nominal stress, for unnotched and notched spe-
cimen.

On th~ right sld~ diagram < versus
nominal stress, for unnotched and notched
specimen.

The strain which must be available
for full yielding is given by

Cy (tg a -1)

fig:2

FIG. 12b. on the left side diagram IT versus
nominal stress, for urmotched specimen w~th
residual stresses ( ~t and T ).

On the right sife diagram c versus
nominal stress, for unnotched specimen with
residual str~sses or strains (~ ~ )

LThe strain which mu%t e available
for full yield is given by

E +<
c t

flg.3

i

FIG. 12c. On the left side diagram IT versus
nominal stress, for notched specimen with
residual stresses of yield point value .

On the r~ght side diagram c versus
nominal stress, for notched specimen w~th
residual strains y.

The strain which must be available
for full yield ~s given by

Y+cy(t9 T-1)

it is necessary to interpret these test results
in terms of n-ominal stresses. He also expects
as a minimum requirement that his structure
‘will sustain a nominal stress equal to the full
yie Id strength of the steel used. But this sup-
poses that at the root of all flaws enough plas-
ticity should he available. As we have seen,
the required plasticity depends on the width of
the specimen and the length of the crack. If
this plasticity is not available a crack will
iniiia;e and wi~~ propagate if Robertson’s con-
ditions are met. The nominal strength at frac-
ture therefore depends on the zivailable plas-
ticity, thus ?ikG on the width of the specimen
and the crack length. A schematic diagram of
the eiastic-plastic behavior of a crack flat
specimen is given in Fig. 12. In this diegra~
we plotted nominal stress versus local stress
(left diagram) and versus strain (right dia-
gram). As long as the whole specimen behaves
elastically the stress at the tip of the flaw
moves up along this line OA. When the yield
stress is reached the local stress does not
change until full yield occurs. The amo un~ of
plasticity required during first yield and fuil
yi@ld can be estimated on the diagram for
norcinal stress versus local strain. The elas-
tic deformation at the tip of the flaw is given
by the straight line OC. If we now as su.me that
during further loading up to full yield the a-
mount of plastic deformation at the tip Gf the
flaw remains proportional to the applied load,
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Influence of crack length
(yieLd stress at +20~=26kg~mZ)

Ternpemture Thick-s Width crack NMlkla[
hmgth had re

Ys ress

O“c mm mm mm ~9hm*

-20 14 140 114 .%2,3

FfG. 13. INFLUENCE 0FCP4CK LENGTH.

then the plastic strain when full yield occurs
w1ll be given by the expression c y(tg u- 1) m
which tg u is the so-called shape factor of the
flaw. Figuce 12b and 12c give the same dia-
gram respect~vely for an unnotched specimen
with residual stresses and for a notched speci-
men with residual stresses. However as we
can deduce from the moir& line pictures, the
reahty is more comphca’ced than that; this
schem. ahc diagram gives indeed no answer on
the ]nfluence of length of the crack or width of
the spec].men. The assumption of proportion-
ality between load and plastic strain at the tip
of the flaw seems to be too simple . It must
perhaps be corrected so that the local plastic
sh-alns in a wide plate with a short crack
should be larger than In a narrow plate with a
long crack.

Kihsras has carried out tensile tests on
wide plates with dlfferen~ crack lengths: all
his specimens failed before full yield occurred.
He found that fracture stress decreases s light-
ly with increasing crack length; on the con-
trary we found on rather narrow specimens
which al~ failed after full yield occurred that
the fracture strength increases with increasing
crack length or decreasing specimen width
(Fig. 13-14).

If there can be some doubt about the in-
fluence of crack length on the fracture strength,
all authors agree on the deleterious effect of

the w~dth of test specimens. It is indeed in–
teresling to note that independently of crack
length all wide steel specimens fall with very
low overall elongation. It ~s even possible to
reduce the nominal fracture stress below the
yield stress, by lowering the test temperature .

The lack of any appreciable plastic de-
formation in wide plates with severe stress
concentration has also been ascertained by the
American researchers W. J. Hall aind co-

Influence of specimen width
(yield stress at +20°C=26kg~m~)

krrprature Thickness Ylid t h crack NcIrnhal

P
length ractwe

s.tress

O“c mm mm mm kcjjmz

-20 IL 140 10 30,2
-20 14 50 ?0 36,6

FIG. 14. INFLUENCE OF SPECIMEN WIDTH.

workers. B They foucd very low elongatiofi on
their heat-treated ‘w+lded wide plates arxl they
claim . . . “post-heated specimens, dld not
exhibit much gross deio-nna”tion before fracimw.
Thls lack of s~zab!e deformation is thought to
be an impatiant observation”, and further “the
small amount of deformat~on is felt to be an
important observation in connection with eval-
uating tl:e benefit aiforded by therms 1 stress re -
hef, the reasons why no more deformation does
not result merits acldihonal study. “ According
to our observations lhfia’ctreatments can in-
crease the pb.~tlclty at the root of the crack.
However ev~n af~er normalizing wide plate the
ductlhty at the t~p of flaws will still be in-
sufficient to reach full yield before cracking
occurs. The reason of the Lack of gross de–
formation IS indeed governed by the width of
the plates, as shown by the moire pattern.

Another experimental confirmation of the
effect of specimen width IS given in the SSC
report 135 by J. Ludley and D. Drucker, 7 en-
titled: “Size Effects in Brittle Fracture of
Notched Steel Plates in Tension” . The results
published by these authors are perhaps more
Illustrative because they em brltiled the s~eel
before fracturing it :n tension. The effect of
such a treatment was that all plates wider than
6 in. two-thirds broke brittle at nominal
stresses far be low the yield stre~s, while ia
smaller specimens no fracture appeared before
full yield.

From koth these reports 11 seems clear that
the small overall deformation of a wide plate
or, the large overall deformation of a narrow
plate with f~aws are essentially not influenced
by such drastic operations as heat treatments
or em brittlement treatments. Size effect seems
10 give a satisfactory answer.

From the se mnsiderations we can conclude
that the presence of cracks, notches or flaws
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Infiuence of prestraining by tension
Tension test at-20~

‘atura’ ‘trains 2%?
A. Unnotched specimens

steel Prestraining ,Prestraining , Recktion )
1 0 “1. 10”/. I %

B. Notched specimens

:~;:l;;,l;:

FIG. 15. INFLUENCE OF PRESTRAINING BY
TENSION .

in a structure is perhaps the most lmpartant
reason of the lack of overall elongation at
fracture. Tins reduction of deformation is en–
hanced by low temperatures and larger width of
the specimen. Co.mbinatlon of both factors may
even entaii fractures for nominal stresses be-
low the yield stress. For th~s reason good de-
sign and non–destructive testing are the best
weapons to safeguard structures against low-
stress brittle fractures.

BEHAVIOR OF EMBRITTIIED STEEL

Up to now we considered only the effect of
a geometrical discontimmty such as a crack,
a flaw or a notch, but it is most obvious that
properties of the stee 1 play an impotiant role
In the fracture behavior of a stee 1 structure.
Steel can be embrittled before being put into
service by several mechanical or thermal treat-
ments.

It is we 11 known that some types of steels
are very prone to aging; that aging can play a
role is proven by the effect time has between
the moment of straining and testing ,

Prestraining in tension at room Temperature
reduces the elongation at fracture for at least
a percentage equal to the amount of prestrain–
lng. Fig. 15 gives some tensile test results
obtained at -20 C on a material before and after
straining of 10~O; the results obtained lndlcate
that the 10SS of plasticity is higher than th~

pre straining of 107’0. When the tension tests
are carried out on notched specimens the loss

Influence of temperature Prestraining It?’
Natural strains 2 in A

FIG. 16. INFLUENCE OF TEMPERATURE
PRESTRAINING 107’,.

in ductihty is even higher and reaches average
values of 45%.

The effect of straining 1s enhsnced when the
~ensile testis are carried out perpendicular 10
the stra~ned grains; this can be done for in-
sbnce by tension tests on s~ecimens longitudi-
nally strained by compre sslon or transversally
strained by tension. In koth cases the grains
are” flattened and all inchslons, precipitates
a~d ho Ies are stretched perpendicular to the
tension direction. This orientation has of
course a very severe notch effect and hence
severely em britiles the steel. This has been
show~ by kbrber and co-authors in 1943.8 The
authors prestralned steel specimens over varl -
ous amounts respectively by iongitud~nal or
transverse compression. The resuits of tensile
tests on urmotched specimens show clearly the
difference i~ ductile-brittle behavior between
the longitudinally- and transversely strained
specimens.

The mater~al is even more severe iy embrlt-
tled if prestrai~ing is canied out az h~gh tem–
psrattire . Fig. 16 gives some rcsuhs of such
te STS and one can. see that Lhe most detrimental
ternpzrature rap.ge is s~tuated somewhere be-
rwezn 200 and 400 C. Strains at fracture of
only- I TO on notched speciv.ens te$teti at -20 C
have been obtained by prestraining the m.=-
ieria~ in. tension up tO 4070~i 30~ C.

Similar resuh were found by =rher and co-
authors, as can be seen on rig. 17 and 18.
lklore recently Dmcker ard co-.aWhors confirmed
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F’lastic straining by compression

‘%-l--t

Plastic stra, ning by compression

FIG . 17. EMBRITTLEMENT OBTAINED BY FIG. 18. EMBRITTLEMENT OBTAINED BY
STRAINING AT HIGH TEMPERATURES. 3 C)PEN- STR.MNING AT HIGFi TEMPERATURES.’
HEARTH STEEL BASIC BESSEMER STEEL .

these results and propased a reversed-bend
lest as a practical reception test .s-10 From
these tests one may conclude that ordinary
mild steel prestralned to 40% at 300 C becomes
dangerous Iy brittle al lower temperatures.

It is obvious that Ii such an embrlttled ma-
terial is placed at the tip of a flaw in a wids
plate this can lead to very low fracture
strengths.

Of course overall prestraining up to 4070 1s
not common practice although it is done In
bencflng steel bars (for instance, for concrete)
and forming sheet metal. It is well known
that stralghtenlnq such bent specimens often
g~ves rise to premature fractures. But what 1s
even more ~mportant for us IS that a prestrain-
Ing of the order of 40~0 can easily be obtained
when a steel specimen is strained in which
f!aws are present. As &lready shown &fore
the plastlc strain wIL1 concentrate around the
dlscont~nulty and it 1s quite POsslble that in
the immediate vicinity of the flaw strains of
more than 40% will occur. Therefore one must

avoid straining plastically metal parts in which
flaws could be present as for instance in we~ds.

It must be mentioned that plastic stra~ning
ca~ also be p?oduced by local heating, al-
though a maximum of only Z70 can k obtained
m th~s way, a severe damage by recycling is
possible. Moreover the metal is first strained
In compression during heating then ~fi tension
during coollng . It is possible by repeat~ng this
cycle to obtain spontaneous cracking even
dur~ng coollng to room temperature especially
if strain raisers are present.

Why steels em br~ttle more In the tempera–
ture range of 200 to 400 C is S1111 a mysterfi
all the more their normal properhes are restored

when heated above 400 C, as we could see on
the Fig, 19. Moreover soaking time does not
seem to have any appreciable influence on the
ductile behavior. Lagassel~ has also con-
fmmed the usefulness of such a relatively low-
temperature treatmern on th~n plates (Fig. 20).
This metallurgical n~ture of the embrittlement
is actually the subject of research in different
laborator~es . Investigations with the optical
microscope have been unsuccessful to detect

any metal lurg~cal phenomenon responsible for
this type of embrlttle.ment. However the elec-
tron mlcroscnpe with its resolution approach-
ing the urut cell dimensions of metals might be
the right instrument to probe th~ true natur~ of
the metallurgical damage. An investigation is
currently carried out in our laboratory using the
mlcrofractograph~c technique with carbon ex-
tract~on rephcas . Specimens of an ordinary
mild steel were slowly pulled in tension to
fracture or 50% compressed at temperatures
ranging from 150 to 350 C. Carbcn extraction
replicas were made from metallographic
samples taken from the 15 and 30% strained
portion and from the ~ecked section of these
‘tensile specimens. We machined also smalL
notched specimens from the same areas arid
broke those by ~mpact at room temperature.
We then prepared carbon extraction repllcas
from the britt le-fractwe surfaces. Examination
of these replicas und~r the electron micro-
SCOpe revealed several interesting features.

The virgin metal broke almost entirely in a
cleavage or transgranular mode. Such a brit-
tle cleavage fracture ~n virgin mild steel can
easily be recognized by the numerous river
patterns and tongu?s, Fig. 21. These river
patterns originate from. steps on the cleavage
plane along which cracks, propagating at dif-
ferent levels, are linking UP. The tongues
show local deviation of the crack from the
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Iktoration of embrittled steel
(lO”/opretension at 300”C)

~ensi~n tests at-20~oNatura[ strains

Virqln

material

83,2

88,0

84,8

10,4

14,2

16,0

A. Unnotched specimens

Heated during Virgin Heated during

i hour at material 50 hours at

“c , I I “c
500 772 78,8 500
575 776 83,6 575
650 81,4 92,6 I 650

B. Notched specimens

500 10,8 12,2 500

575 9,3 15,3 575

653 10,5 13,2 65o

75,6

76,0

81,2

(q)

9,9

11,9

FIG. 19. RESTORATION OF EMBRITTLED STEEL.

w )-

M !

cleavage plane caused by ~he presence of tw~n-
ned lame llae ~n the matrix. Some areas show
also the normal ductile cups with nonmetallic
inclusions, such as sulfides, oxides or sili-
ca~es, in the bottom (Fig. 22, 23).

When examining the fractures in the speci-
mens previously deformed at 150 to 350 C it
bscame quite clear that the mode of failure
gradually changes with temperature and amount
of deformation from a predominantly transgranu-
lar fracture to a predominantly intergranular
fracture . Moreover the appearance of the
transgranular fracture changes, e .g. : no
tongues could be found on the cleavage facets
in material previously deformed at temperatures
above 200 C, Fig. 24. The intergranu lar frac-
tures, Fig. 25, 26, are characterized by a
rather nregularly undulated surface often show-
ing small precipitates. Moreover, these inter-

... r,.h.,: 4 ,:.. ........ ......

L_,,.+.—.L, ......!.,.. ... ,-,, ,. ,., .,, ,,.. ....,,
,,”. “... ~+, . . . .-

<

,, !,..,,..,” ,,,.. ,, ., . . .Wi; s,. wrw WWW W%.t

FTG. 20. MSTOj?ATION OF DUCTILITY BY HEAT TRXATING AT DIFFERENT TEMPERATURES . ANGLE

OF BENDING AFTER RESTORATION VERSUS TEMPERATUIW OF HEAT TKEATMENT .

I : Cold bended - heat treated - cold straightened
II : Cold bended - heat treated - warm straightened

111 : Warm bendecl - heat treated - cold straightened
IV : Warm bended - heat Nested - warm stra~ghtefiedl
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HG. 21. BF3TTLE FRACTURE AT ROOM TEMPER
ATURE IN UNDEFORMED METAL. NOTE RIVERS
AND TONGUES . X 2000

HG. 22. DIJcTI~E F~cTIJRE AT ROOM TEM-

PERATURE IN MATERIAL PULLED IN TENSION
157, AT 350 c. NOTE CUPS AND INCLUSIONS
(SILICATES ?). ~ 3ZOO

granular fractures are often decorated with
fragments of a precipitate which IS most likely
cementite, Fig. 27, 28. Similar precipitate
particles can easily be studied on the carbon
extraction replicas made from the metallograph-
ic samples. They usually consist of large
sheets, Fig. 29, which envelope the ferrite
grains and have been damaged and shredded
apart during the deformation process. The ex-
traction replicas made from the samples ‘n-eat-
ed at temperatures of 350 C show much more of
those intergranu lar carbide precipitates than

FIG. 23. DUCTILE FRACTURE AT ROOM
TEMPERATURE IN MATERIAL COMPRESSED
OVER 507’0 AT 350 C . NOTE CUPS AND
INCLUSIONS . X 3200

FIG. 24. BRITTLE HIACTURE AT ROOM TEM-
PERATURE IN MATERIAL COMPRESSED BY
5070 AT 350 C . NOTE RIVERS. NO TONGUES.

X 1600

~he virgin metal or samples treated at the lower
temperatures. It 1s most bkely that these
precipitates grow during the deformation of the
metal at higher temperatures. Indeed, one
can observe dendritic branches growing out of
the intergranular plates and joining up, Fig.
30, 31, 32. The se de ndritic branches are
better developed in severely strained material
at the highest temperatures. It is most hkely
that the presence of these intergranular car-
bide particles prec~pitated during the high
temperature deformation process are dire ct ly



FIG . 25. INTERGFIANUMR HIACTURI IN
MATERIAL COMPUSSED OVER 5090 AT 350 c .
UNDULATED SURFACE * x 6400

,. ,,!,&, -,,, b:

!“
~ ,>,, ,

FIG. 26. T.NTERGFQNUL4R FRACTURE IN
MATERIAL COMPRESSED OVER 507’0 AT 250 c.
NOTE INTERGRANULAR VERY SMALL PRECIPI-
TATES . X 6400

responsible for the intergranular weakening and
‘thus room temperature embrittlement of the ma-
terial. However one also finds that numerous
small intergranular dendrites simultaneously
precipitate in the matrix (Fig. 33) . They may
to a certain extent lower the ducti lit y of the
metal.

BEHAVIOR OF THE WELDED WIDE PLATE

Ti 11 now we have not yet spoken abmt the
influence of welding on low-stress fractures,
although the low brittle strength was as cer-
tained by Wells on welded plates. Since then
his tests have been widely repeated in the
United States (University of Illinois) and in

-13-

FIG . 27. BRITTLE FRACTURE AND INTERGFLANU-
LAR FRACTURE (+ CARBIDES) IN MATERIAL
PULLED 15% IN TENSION AT 350 C . ~ 3zoo

‘-(,;,,”. “,,, ,. ,’,, ,
‘!,’ “F ,(

FIG 28. INTERGPANULAR FRACTUW AND
CARBIDE IN MATERIAL COMPRESSED 5097.
AT 350 C. X 1600

Japan (Tokyo University) . Wells used a speci-

men in which a saw cut was produced before
welding, but at Urbana and Tokyo specimens
in which the saw cut was produced after weld-

ing were also included. Specimens with the
saw cut before welding produced systematical-
ly low-stress britt Ie fracture, while specimens
with the saw cut after welding gave rather er-
ratic results.

The behavior of such specimens can now
easily be explained. If we consider (Fig. 34)
the wide plates to be welded, we can assume
to simplify our problem - that zone I is heated,
while zone H remains at room temperature. By
heating, zone I expands and if it was entirely
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FIG. 29. EXTRPCTE13 INTERGMNU~R CEMEN-
TITE (CARBIDE) PLATE, AND PEARLITE NEST
(BELOW) . PULLED IN TENSION (NECKED
REGION)AT 350C. X 1600

,.

FIG. 31. EXTRACTED PARTICLE FROM GRAIN
BOUNDARY (CEMENTITE ) IN MATERIAL PULLED
IN TENSION’ 1570 AT

,. ,’*’
,,~,),”.;.

,4!. ,,. ” ~

, ,A ‘“ ; ,’,.

350 c. x 6400

FIG . 30. EXTRMCTED PARTICLE FROM GRAIN
BOUNDARY (CEMENTITE ) IN MATERIAL PULLED
IN TENSION 3070 AT 300 C . x 9600

free it would take a length

{.l={O (1 +Dt)

However this zone cannot expand freely, which
implies that I will be compressed and H ex-
panded so that koth will have the same length

FIG. 32. EXTRACTED PARTICLE FROM GRAIN
BOUNDARY (CEMENTITE ) IN MATERIAL PULLED
IN TENSION ~5yo AT 300 G . x 4000

II will be small if the plate is w~de and
stiff. In this case we may even assume that

=Q
CI t

During heating the zone I will be strained In
compression over an amount of at ❑ 27’0.
During cooling the same reasoning shows that
zone I will be strained in tension over an
amount of 270 (Fig. 35).

During welding this mechanical-thermal
cycling wi 11 be repeated several Ylmes and
will result in an em brittlement of the steel.
If a saw cut has been introduced In zone I
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FIG . 33. INTERGRANUL4R PARTICLES IN
MATERIAL PULLED IN TENSION (NECKED
REGION) 350 C. X 16000

before welding much higher straining will occur
in the vicinity of the tip of the notch and seri-

ous metallurgical darnage must occur. Qc–
caslonally spontaneous cracking has been ob-
served.

When the saw cut is introduced after weld-
ing, the em bristling will be much less severe,
but the width of the specimen and overall em-
britt Iing may be sufficient to obtain even in
this case low-stress fractures. Tests con-
firm this conclusion: specimens notched
after weldlng behave generally much better
than specimens notched bsfore welding.

11 may also be concluded from these con-
siderations that the welding sequence has a
serious influence on the ductility of the metal
in the heat-affected zone. Each welding run
entails a mechanical and thermal cycle which
embr~ttles the steel. .The worst condit~ons to
em brittle the base metal are obtained by using
small electrodes and waiting after each run
till the metal is cooled.

The importance of specifications w1ll be
illustrated by the following facts: in Europe
it is usual to assess the ductility of welds by
Charpy tests on the weld metal. In order to
obtain the required figures electrode manu-
facturers are compelled to use multipess
welding techniques. As a consequence of
this technique the base metal is embrittled and
all advantages of automatic welding are prac-
tically precluded.

A good welding techruque must try to obtain

equivalent ductility in weld and base metal
and, to satisfy this condition, the heat input
should be adequately adjusted.

A wide welded plate with a flaw in the vl-
c~ru’cy of the weld will behave brittle for two
reasons: one due “to the flaw and the width of
the plate and the other due to embrittlement
caused by welding.

As already mentioned before, the first
reason can be kept under control by good de–
sign and non-destructive test~ng so that strain
concentrations are avoided but at the same time
the severity of embrittlemen~ is reduced during
welding. For this reason again the value of
good design and workmanship cannot be over-
emphas~zed. The only contribut~on the re –

searcher can do, is to reduce em brittlement by
a judicious balance of heat ~nput during weld–
ing.

TO avoid tests on wide plates which are
very expensive, we use a special small speci–
men which allows us to respect the conditions
necessary to embrittle the steel namely stiff-
ness and temperature distribution. ‘z This
spec~men is shown in Fig. 36; lts width IS only
140 mm=6 in. ; two longiiudinai slots are ma-
chined in the specime~.. The stiff ness can be
expressed by th~ ratio of the areas: .% /Aw
where & and AMare respectively the areas of
the columns and the web of the specimen.
While heating The web the columns are kept at
room temperature by water cooling. The strain
concentration is obtained by a hole drilled in
the web, w“hich is then extended by a saw cut

which in turn is elongated by a fatigue crack.
From the results obtained so far, we may con-
clude that:

a) NO low-stress brittle fracture can be ob-
tained if the cracked section has not been pre -
strained. This prestraining ~s ob;ained by
heating the web uniiormly with electrical re-
sistance elements. Below a certa~n heating
temperature no low--stress fractures occur when
the specimen is pulled in tension.

b) Specimens with the same magnitude of re-
sidual stresses (which can easily be measured
by putting strain gages on the columns) but
which have not been prestrained a! critical.
temperatures co uId not be fractured at low
stress. These specimens were obtained by
we Idmg the web in the frame; while the cr~t~ cal
pre-ci-acked sectio~ was PUZ in cold water.
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FIG. 34. WELDING OF WIDE OR STIFF SPECI-
MENS ENTAILS DuRfNG HEATING PLASTIC
STRAINING IN COMPRESSION.

c) Some of the welded specimens failed at low
stress; this occurred only when different weld
runs were laid in the joint or when the critical
section was not cooled during welding.

The re suits of these tests have convinced
us that pre straining at a critics 1 temperature
obtained by local heating may have a dele-
terious influence on ‘the ductile kehavior of
stee~, moreover that welding in certain con-
ditions may lx directly responsible for the em-
brittle me nt.

FURTHER RESEARCH

Guided by these results we hope in a very
near future to study the following:

1. The mechanical and thermal cycling which
occurs during weldi~g . We want indeed to
have more information ah ut the strain and
temperature history of the metal in the heat
affected zone. Temperature recording is no
problem. Strain recording is more difficu h.
We intend to use the moirb technique in order
to have an overall view of the plastic strain-
ing. But high temperature necessitates en-

* ‘OO””’

Fi

FIG. 35. WELDING OF WIDE
MENS ENTAILS DURING COOL.

OR STIFF SPECI-
[NG PLASTIC

STRAINING IN TENSION.

graving the grid in the steel and special op–
tical equipment to record the moir~ pattern
during heating and cooling.

2. For a given steel, its brittle du&i~e ~-
havior when It has been submitted to strains
and temperatures recorded during the above
investigation. Eventually this study must
give us inquiries abcut strains and tempera-
tures which must be avoided. We hope to
realize these strains and temperatures on a
hot ductility machine. We hope in this way
to be able to give indications abcut how to
balance the heat input during welding in order
to save a maximum of ductility of the steel
employed.

3. The effect of crack length and plate width
on the plastic strain patterns at the tip of a
crack and its influence on brittle Ixhavior of
the plate.

4. Various steels in more detail regarding the
metallurgical nature of the damage caused by
straining at different temperature. This ifi-
vestigation will be carried out under the elec-
tron microscope with the aid of the extraction
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FIG. 36. FRAME-TYPE SPECIMEN USED TO STUDY THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY TO
PROVOKE LOw-STM$S BRITTLE FiWCTURE .
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replica technique on fracture surfaces and the
thin-foil technique.
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